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Meditation Education

Everyone imagines a peaceful scene when we think of meditators
sitting in a contemplative environment. But a perfect meditative
scene is not the reality for most of us, most of the time. Most of us
probably live in ordinary situations that are noisy, unpredictable, and
sometimes messy. That’s real life, and that’s what we work with the
best we can. And that’s what practice means; we demonstrate that
we can move with mindfulness and we can make mindful choices.
Not perfectly, but honestly — no matter what.

Speaking from experience, everyone wastes a lot of time posing
as if we know what we are doing when we meditate. But in fact,
spiritual growth is based on self-discovery. So if we are only following
directions as we meditate, we are still operating from our
preconceived notions and are not yet fully present to the living
moment. We find our own way even with great guidance, we do it,
we wake ourselves.

Children come into life without heads full of insulating thoughts
and thus experience life directly. That is, until they learn not to.
During the early years of life, everything is discovery to a child. Our
spiritual duty is to understand how the natural discovery mode of
children can shut down with unconscious “guidance” from adults and
society.

Young children really don’t need sitting meditation, and should
not be required to try. Rather, what they need is to be around people
that are able to be present with them. That will satisfy them the
most. They will have a chance to emulate mindfulness in action
when they live around it. Children may not even want to meditate,
but it is likely that they do want to please us or get our attention, or
just be with us. If they want to sit quietly with us, try letting them do
so for one minute for each year of their age. Three years three



minutes, six years six minutes etc. Their interest in meditation
before the age of around 10 to 12, will probably be to connect with
us and to be with us. Asking more of them is asking them to be a
grown-up.

When adults try to teach children meditation (or anything else,)
no matter what we say, we are always demonstrating who we are
and children will pick up on that with their super-power ability to
emulate. Children will learn to pretend if we are pretending.
However, sincerity, forthrightness, and genuine groundedness will
also resonate with them. But if we don’t really know what we are
doing yet act as if we do, eventually children will not believe us. They
might even push us hard to get real, or they could simply avoid us.
The best, and only way to teach children mindfulness is to
demonstrate our own mindfulness as if no one is looking.



Categories of Meditation

Four main types of meditation:

• Concentration Meditation
• Awareness Meditation
• Movement Meditation
• Guided Meditation

In general, silent sitting meditation practices can be put into two
categories: Awareness Meditation or Concentration Meditation.

Movement Meditation like yoga, walking meditation, and also the
martial arts, is coordinating concentration and spatial awareness
while the body is in motion. Guided Meditation is the anomaly here
and is not generally considered to be an individual’s personal
meditation practice because it follows the feelings and thoughts
induced by a guide’s words. We add it here to define it.
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